Name:

Magic Cards Activity Sheet #2
Complete the crossword puzzle using the word list:

Word list
ocean
torrent
tributary
foam
fish ladder
shower
sea
eddy
Narcissus
tide

Across
1. Light frothy mass of fine bubbles formed in or on
the surface of a liquid
3. Current of water running contrary to the main current
5. Youth who pined away in love for his own image in a
pool of water and was transformed into a flower that
bears his name
8. Violent stream of water
10. Series of pools arranged like steps by which fish can
pass over a dam going upstream
Down
2. Whole body of salt water that covers nearly three-fourths of the surface of the globe
4. Alternate rising and falling of the surface of the ocean that occurs usually twice a day caused by the
gravitational attraction of the sun and moon occurring unequally on different parts of the earth
6. Fall of rain of short duration
7. Great body of salty water that covers much of the earth
9. River or stream flowing into a larger river or stream
Extra credit questions:
1. Put the word list in alphabetical order.
2. What word is made up of two words?
What does each word mean alone?
What do they mean when put together?
3. Which word is different from the rest?
Explain the difference

Answers: Across: 1. foam 3. eddy 5. Narcissus 8. torrent 10. fish ladder Down: 2. ocean 4. tide 6.
shower 7. sea 9. tributary Extra credit: 2. fish ladder; a fish is a cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates
having fins and gills; a ladder is a framework of two long structural members connected at regular
intervals by parallel rungs for climbing; fish ladder is a series of pools arranged like steps by which fish
can pass over a dam going upstream 3. Narcissus; name of a person

